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About this Guide
Purpose of this Guide
This guide describes the FAST Smart Connector for Lotus Notes and explains how to
install and integrate it with your FAST ESP installation.
Audience
This guide provides information for several types of users:


System Managers, who need to understand how Lotus Notes Connector functions.



System Integrators, who need to know how to integrate Lotus Notes Connector into
existing installations of FAST ESP and Lotus Notes.

Conventions
This guide uses the following textual conventions:


Terminal output, contents of plaintext ASCII files will be represented using the
following format:
Answer yes to place the node in the known_hosts file.



Terminal input from operators will be in the same but bold format:
chmod 755 $HOME



Input of some logic meaning will be enclosed in <> brackets:
setup_<OS>.tar.gz

where <OS> represents a specific operating system that must be entered.


URLs, directory paths, commands, and the names of files, tags, and fields in
paragraphs appear in the following format:
The default home directory is the C:\DataSearch directory.



User Interface page/window texts, buttons, and lists appear in the following format:
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Click Next and the License Agreement screen is displayed.
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MESSAGE TO REVIEWER
Please follow all “Message to Reviewer” references in the list below. These
are specific questions or comments that require your attention.
If you are reading the PDF file with Acrobat Reader, you can simply click on
these links. The green arrows on the bottom allow you to go to the previous
or next page visted (i.e., traverse the page visited stack), and are convenient
when using this list.
Otherwise, please turn to the indicated hard copy page numbers.
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Chapter 1
Introducing the Lotus Notes Connector
About this Chapter
This chapter introduces the FAST Smart Connector for Lotus Notes. It includes:


Overview



How the Lotus Notes Connector Works



About Lotus Notes Databases



About Security



Incremental Extraction Support



Handling Attachments

Overview
The FAST Smart Connector for Lotus Notes is a stand-alone program that extracts information from Lotus Notes databases and submits it to FAST ESP for indexing. The Lotus
Notes Connector is installed as an add-on to an existing FAST ESP installation. It requires
some libraries and resource files that are part of Lotus Notes.
Making your Lotus Notes content searchable consists of the following major steps:
1

Installing the Lotus Notes Connector.

2

Configuring the Lotus Notes Connector.

3

Configuring FAST ESP to receive Lotus Notes content. This involves:


defining an index profile specifying how to index Lotus Notes content



creating a cluster



creating a collection and a document processing pipeline to process Lotus Notes
content

FAST ESP

4

Extracting and submitting the Lotus Notes content to FAST ESP

Features
The Lotus Notes Connector provides the following features:


It allows you to extract information from a Lotus Notes database designated by name
and optionally host name.



It allows you to specify a database view. This restricts the extraction process to the
records in a particular view.



It supports extraction of text, richtext, numeric, and datetime(s) fields.



It extracts Access Control List (ACL) information.



It allows you to extract content incrementally using the per-document timestamp
maintained by the database.



It allows you to generate a column map file, which lists the names of all the fields or
columns encountered during extraction, along with the types of data found in each
field.



It allows you to set a maximum size for attachments. Attachments that exceed this size
will not be extracted.



It allows you to specify a Domino Server prefix. This indicates an HTTP server
capable of serving up Lotus Notes records, given the database name and the UUID.



It can submit data directly to FAST ESP or indirectly using FastXML files and the file
traverser.



It allows you to limit the size of the individual FastXML output file, both in terms of
file size, and the number of records per file.

Supported Platforms
Operating Systems


Linux



AIX



Solaris



Windows

FAST ESP
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4.0 or later
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Lotus Notes


Lotus Notes 5.x



Lotus Notes 6.x (when used with a Notes 6 installation (client or server), supports
Notes 6 databases but may generate warnings for unsupported Rich Text items)

How the Lotus Notes Connector Works
The Lotus Notes Connector works in a similar way as the FAST Database Connector (see
the FAST ESP System Reference Guide): It is a command-line utility that extracts content
from Lotus Notes databases and submits it directly to FAST ESP using the Content API.
The architecture of the connector is shown below.

Once the content is submitted to FAST ESP, it is treated as any other content. That means
it is sent through document processing pipelines (see FAST ESP System Reference Guide,
Processing Documents) and then indexed to be searchable and filterable.
The Lotus Notes Connector represents each database record as a FAST ESP document and
columns or fields as document attributes. Its document attributes eventually end up as document elements and may be mapped to searchable fields later on within FAST ESP.

3
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Extraction Using File Traversal
Extracting using file traversal provides a convenient alternative way to verify the extraction setup. In this mode the content feed is performed in two steps as shown below.



Extracted data is first stored as FastXML files, which is an XML format that maps
directly to the FAST ESP document processing framework.



The File Traverser is then used to feed the content into FAST ESP.

This allows you to inspect the output in the FastXML files to verify that the content is
correct before it is submitted to FAST ESP for document processing.

About Lotus Notes Databases
A Lotus Notes database differs from a common relational database in a few ways:

4



The records within a Lotus Notes database are not required to have a uniform layout.
In particular, they may have different types and numbers of fields.



Each record within a Lotus Notes database is associated with a number of metadata
items that are kept separate from the record fields. The metadata includes a:


document name (Unique Universal Identifier (UUID) )



timestamp that indicates when the record last was updated



reference to a parent document



reference to the server

FAST Smart Connector for Lotus Notes - Introducing the Lotus Notes Connector


reference to the database



reference to the view



Records can have attachments, which are not bound to fields. In contrast, traditional
relational databases would be likely to use separate tables and Binary Large Objects
(BLOBs) to represent attachments.



A view is a subset of all the documents in a Lotus Notes database.



Each database has an Access Control List (ACL) defined and attached to it. Individual
documents can also have ACLs.



Lotus Notes' version of a datetime data type allows for multiple occurrences of time
ranges and times in a single field.

About Security
Message to Reviewer! Raymond: We need more detail about how we process security and the
notesnameextractor. This has to be included in the doc.. We need this
ASAP for Siebel.
Barry: Who will provide this detail information?

Message to Reviewer! David: Currently in the doc sample index there is an acl field. I
changed this to docacl but don’t know if that is what I should do. Also it
doesn’t look like the docaclsystem id field is used?
Barry: new sample index profile needed.

Authentication is performed via Lotus Notes certificates, created by a Lotus Notes server.
This is standard procedure for operations in a Lotus Notes environment. The certificate is
contained in a file, which is either located in a standard directory such as the current directory, or the user's home directory, or indicated via the notes.ini file. The notes.ini file itself
is found either in the current directory, or by a search along $PATH.
ACL information is extracted in subsets: all ACL entries that specify read access or above
are extracted and converted to a textual form that FAST ESP can use. The ACL conversion algorithm is specified, so that customers can implement the algorithm in order to
build ACL-aware search front-ends. ACL information tied to particular records (Readers
fields) overrides ACL information at the database level.

5
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Incremental Extraction Support
Incremental indexing is supported via two mechanisms, which can be used separately or in
combination.


Using a timestamp file:
A timestamp file indicates the start of the previous extraction run. This information
can then be used by the Lotus Notes Connector to determine whether a record has
been added or updated in the interim. This mechanism allows you to retrieve records
that have been changed or added since the latest extraction run, but does not identify
records that have been deleted since the latest extraction run.



Using a content hash file:
The content hash file contains a mapping from record id to a hash value of the content,
which the Lotus Notes Connector uses to look up the changes that have occurred since
the last extraction run. While this mechanism is slower than the timestamp file
mechanism, causing more load on the Lotus Notes server and taking up some disk
space, it enables you to identify deleted records as well.

It is recommended that you combine both mechanisms to achieve minimal load on the
Notes Server, while identifying deleted records reliably.

Handling Attachments
When a Lotus Notes database record has one or more attachments, the Lotus Notes Connector generates a new FAST ESP document for each of these attachments. The document
id can be used for expanding and collapsing the search results. You can configure the connector to omit attachments based on size or type (filename extension).

Note!

Lotus Notes uses some attachments internally, for example to represent OLE
embedded objects. These attachments cannot be used by the Lotus Notes
Connector, and are automatically (and unconditionally) discarded.

A Lotus Notes database record attachment can itself be a Lotus Notes database. In this
case, the Lotus Notes Connector processes the nested database and inserts FAST ESP documents for its records and attachments. This works recursively for databases nested inside
these, and so forth.

6
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Note!

Documents and attachments inside nested databases cannot be accessed
directly from the search page; instead, the URLs for these point to the top-most
nested database.

Note!

ACLs assigned to nested databases are overridden by the ACLs assigned to
the Lotus Notes database record containg the top-most nested database.
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Chapter 2
Installing the Lotus Notes Connector
About this Chapter
This chapter explains how to install the FAST Smart Connector for Lotus Notes as an addon to an existing FAST ESP installation.
This chapter includes:


Before You Install



Installing the Lotus Notes Connector on UNIX and Linux Platforms



Installing the Lotus Notes Connector on Windows Platforms

Before You Install
Software Requirements


any Windows machine on which you install the connector needs to be fully patched
using Windows Update.



an installation of FAST ESP 4.0 or later, not necessarily on the machine where the
Lotus Notes Connector is installed.

Note!



Although not recommended, the connector can be installed on top of an
existing FAST ESP installation.

a full version of the Lotus Notes client or server software on the machine where the
Lotus Notes Connector is installed. The Lotus Notes Connector requires certain
libraries and support files for testing a connection and for retrieving data.

FAST ESP

Note! IBM recommends that no client software should be run on the same machine
as the Lotus Notes server, probably due to the risk of resource conflicts.


a file called notes.ini that points to the Lotus Notes data directory. This file may also
contain information on Lotus Notes servers and user credentials. In the absence of this
type of server and user information, the Lotus Notes Connector can only be used to
operate on database files readable by the current user.



a valid user certificate, pointed to by the notes.ini file.



write access to a working directory to hold content hash, timestamp, FastXML output,
and column map files.

Licensing Requirements


Include the license key for the Lotus Notes Connector in the FlexLM license file for
FAST ESP. Otherwise the Lotus Notes Connector asks you for it at run time.
If the connector is not installed on a FAST ESP node, you can use a license file that
points to a remote license manager:
SERVER <host of license server> ANY
VENDOR FASTSRCH
USE_SERVER

The keyword ANY means that the license allows the software to run on any machine.
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The environment variable LM_LICENSE_FILE must point to the FlexLM license file
containing valid FAST ESP and Lotus Notes Connector licenses.
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Installing the Lotus Notes Connector on UNIX
and Linux Platforms
Setting Environment Variables
Library Path
Platform

Library Path Variable

HP-UX

SHLIB_PATH or LD_LIBRARY_PATHa

IBM AIX

LIBPATH

Linux

LD_LIBRARY_PATH

Solaris

LD_LIBRARY_PATH

a.Do not define both variables with different
values.

The library path variable must include:


the installation directory of your Domino Server or Lotus Notes client



the directory containing the Lotus Notes executable. This directory contains resource
files required to run applications that use the Notes client libraries, as well as the main
Notes library.





For AIX, this would typically be a path like /opt/lotus/notes/latest/ibmpow/.



For Linux, this would be /opt/lotus/notes/latest/linux/.

The FAST ESP library directory:
$FASTSEARCH/lib/



The Lotus Notes Connector library directory (Linux and AIX only)
<notesextract_install_folder>/lib/

11
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OMNIORB_CONFIG
Set the environment variable OMNIORB_CONFIG to the path of the omniorb.cfg file in
the FAST ESP installation in case of CORBA-related problems. If the FAST ESP installation is on a remote computer, copy the file to the local system.

LM_LICENSE_FILE
LM_LICENSE_FILE

must point to a FlexLM license file (see Licensing Requirements on

page 10).

Unpacking and Installing the Lotus Notes Connector
Message to Reviewer! Need actual filenames here.

To unpack and install the Lotus Notes Connector on Unix platforms, perform the
following procedure:
1

Copy the file notesextract-<platform>-<version>.tgz (or .tar.gz) from the installation
disk to a hard drive.
<platform> identifies the type of platform on which you want to install the Connector.
<version> identifies the version of notesextract to be installed.

2

Uncompress the installation file:
gzip -d notesextract-<platform>-<version>.tgz

or
gzip -d notesextract-<platform>-<version>.tar.gz

3

Extract the uncompressed tar file. The extraction creates the folder notesextract.
tar -xvf notesextract-<platform>-<version>.tar

Note!

FAST recommends that you install the Lotus Notes Connector outside of the
FAST ESP installation folder (if present).

This distribution contains the following folders:
doc Documentation for the Lotus Notes Connector.
bin The executable program and support files.
etc Example configuration files.

12
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Installing the Lotus Notes Connector on
Windows Platforms
Setting Environment Variables
PATH
The path variable must include:


the installation directory of your Domino Server or Lotus Notes client



the directory containing the Lotus Notes executable. This directory contains resource
files required to run applications that use the Notes client libraries, as well as the main
Notes library.

Note!

If both the FAST ESP installation directory and the Lotus Notes installation
directory are in PATH, you must copy the shared library js32.dll from the Lotus
Notes installation directory into the Lotus Notes Connector bin directory (the
directory that contains notesextract.exe.) This is because the FAST ESP
distribution contains a version of the DLL that is not compatible with the version
used by the Lotus Notes libraries.

OMNIORB_CONFIG
Set the environment variable OMNIORB_CONFIG to the path of the omniorb.cfg file in
the FAST ESP installation in case of CORBA-related problems. If the FAST ESP installation is on a remote computer, copy the file to the local system.

LM_LICENSE_FILE
LM_LICENSE_FILE

must point to a FlexLM license file (see Licensing Requirements).

Unpacking and Installing the Lotus Notes Connector
To unpack and install the Lotus Notes Connector on Windows platforms, perform the
following procedure:
1

Copy the file notesextract-Windows-<version>.zip from the installation disk to a hard
drive.
<version> identifies the version of notesextract to be installed.

2

Unzip the file. The extraction creates the folder notesextract.
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Note!

FAST recommends that you install the Lotus Notes Connector outside of the
FAST ESP installation folder (if present).

This distribution contains the following folders:
doc Documentation for the Lotus Notes Connector.
bin The executable program and dynamic libraries.
etc Example configuration files.

3

Make sure your environment variables are set properly. The full pathname to the
notesextract folder is referred to as <notesextract_install_folder> in Chapter 5
Using the Lotus Notes Connector.

Changing the Library Search Order
This step is necessary if the Lotus Notes Connector dynamic libraries (DLL files) are
placed in a different directory from the executable file.
Using a registry editor, find the following key:
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control\
SessionManager\SafeDllSearchMode

This key controls the order in which directories are searched for DLL files. If the value is
1 (search System and Windows directories first), change it to 0 (search current directory
first.)
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Chapter 3
Configuring the Lotus Notes Connector
About This Chapter
This chapter describes how to configure the FAST Smart Connector for Lotus Notes. It
includes:


About Configuring the Lotus Notes Connector



Configuring the Lotus Notes Connector



Field Mapping Configuration File



Logging Configuration File

About Configuring the Lotus Notes Connector
The Lotus Notes Connector uses several configuration files. Although the names of these
configuration files can be anything you want, this document refers to them as:


Main Configuration File — name specified on the command line; contains multiple
parameter settings



Field Mapping Configuration File — name is a configuration parameter; specifies
that individual fields are binary or should be ignored



Logging Configuration File — specifies combinations of messages types and
destinations

Note!

You can use relative and/or absolute pathnames in configuration files in order to
specify the locations of files and folders. If you use relative pathnames, they are
relative to the current directory of the process in which the connector is running.
If necessary, you can configure the connector to run in a specific directory.

FAST ESP

Configuring the Lotus Notes Connector
The connector is configured manually through an XML file:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<AccessorConfig>
<Accessor id="FastNotesExtract">
<parameter name="name">
<![CDATA[value]]>
</parameter>

...other parameters...
</Accessor>
</AccessorConfig>

Parameter

Description

DbName

Specifies the full pathname of the Lotus Notes database from which
content is to be extracted.
Example: mail/ctest4.nsf
See Connecting to Lotus Notes on page 19 for more information.

ServerName

Specifies the fully qualified domain name of the Lotus Notes Server.
Example: luigi.boston.fast.no
See Connecting to Lotus Notes on page 19 for more information.

ViewName

(Optional) Specifies the name of the view of the specified database from
which content is to be extracted. In Lotus Notes databases, views are
subsets of all records of a database.

WorkDirectory

The directory you create to store the working files (timestamp, hash file,
column file, etc.)
Example: c:\notesextract\proclog\ctest4

TimeStampFile

Specifies the name of a timestamp file located in the WorkDirectory
(not necessarily the current directory) that is used to store the start time of
each extraction run. During succeeding runs, the connector refers to this
start time in order to extract only those records that have changed since
the last extraction. In other words, the connector skips the processing of
all those records that have a modification time prior to the time stored in
the timestamp file.
Example: time1.txt

16
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Parameter

Description

FieldInfoConfig

(Optional) Specifies the name of the field mapping configuration file. See
Field Mapping Configuration File on page 20 below.

DominoServerPrefix

Specifies the URL of the Domino server.
Example: http://luigi.boston.fast.no

AclPrefix

Prepends a string to all ACL tokens. It is used to avoid collisions with
ACL tokens from other data sources.
Example: lnx

DoIncremental

Enables incremental extraction using a file system-based index of records
that contains a mapping from record id to a hash of the record contents.
Specifying this option makes the Lotus Notes Connector extract only
those records that have been changed or added to the Lotus Notes
database since the last extraction run. In addition, the Lotus Notes
Connector recognizes those records that have been deleted since the last
run and tracks their names in a separate file called deleted.txt, located in
the current directory.
Example: true

DoColumnMap

Creates a file named columns.txt in the current directory. This file contains a list of all columns found in the extracted database along with the
types of data found. The columns.txt file is useful for defining an appropriate index profile.
Example: true

ConfigServer

Specifies the fully qualified domain name of the FAST ESP configuration
server.
Example: dsnode16.boston.fast.no
Note! ConfigServer, ConfigServerPort and Collection must all be
set in order to send direct output to FAST ESP.

ConfigServerPort

Specifies the host (the port; defaults to 16099) for the FAST ESP configuration server.
Example: 16099

Collection

Specifies the FAST ESP collection name
Example: ctest4

17
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Parameter

Description

DoFastXML

Specifies that FastXML output files should be generated.
Example: false
Note! FastXML output operates independently of direct output to
FAST ESP. You can use either, both, or none of these
mechanisms

MaxAttSize

Specifies the maximum file size allowed for attachments in bytes.
Retrieved attachments that exceed this size are not sent to FAST ESP.
Example: 20000000
Note! The index profile parameter max-index-size specifies the
maximum number of kilobytes that can be indexed for a
field. Attachments larger than that are truncated. See
Configuring an Index Profile on page 24.

AllowedAttExts

Specifies a case-insenstive list of attachment filename extensions to
extract. (By default, all filename extensions are extracted.) This parameter overrides IllegalAttExts.
Example: xls doc pdf

IllegalAttExts

Specifies a case-insenstive list of attachment filename extensions to
ignore. This parameter is ignored if AllowedAttExts has a non-empty
value.
Example: nsf dbf bmp tiff

MaxEntriesPerFile

Specifies the maximum number of entries per output XML file. Multiple
database entries, corresponding to documents within FAST ESP, will be
stored in one XML file each.
Example: 1000

MaxFileSize

Specifies the maximum file size of the output file in bytes. Before that
limit is exceeded, a new XML file is created.
Example: 100000000

FDSBatchSize

Specifies the maximum number of records sent in each batch via the
FAST ESP content API.
Example: 10

18
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Parameter

Description

FDSNumBatches

Specifies the maximum number of batches that can be sent but not (yet)
acknowledged.
Example: 2

FDSNumRetries

Specifies the maximum number of retries for submitting a batch to FAST
ESP, and for checking for callbacks.
Example: 10

FDSTimeout

Specifies the timeout (in seconds) between retries for submitting content
via the content API. Also specifies the timeout between checks for status
information received via callbacks from the status server.
Example: 60

See the example configuration file in Appendix A Sample Main Configuration File.

Connecting to Lotus Notes
Lotus Notes databases are stored as files with the extension ".nsf". The Lotus Notes library
is able to access these files directly, or via a server.


If a server name is specified, the database name is relative to the server's "Notes Data
Directory".



If a server is not specified, the database name is assumed to be a file on the local
system. In this case, the database may or may not be relative to a local "Notes Data
Directory". See the Lotus Notes documentation for more information.

Examples:
ServerName=""; DbName="mail/ktrout.nsf"

Extracts from the local database file.
ServerName="notestest.fast.no"; DbName="mail/ktrout.nsf"

Extracts from the database file via the server.
ServerName="FAST/Grenland"; DbName="mail/ktrout.nsf"

Extracts from the database file via the server. In this case "FAST/Grenland" is a Lotus
Notes server name; the Lotus Notes library automatically resolves it to an FQDN, if
the server is available and routing information exists.
ServerName="notestest"; DbName="mail/ktrout.nsf"

Extracts from the database file via the server. In this case, the server name is not fully
qualified, so it must be in the same domain or subdomain as the host running the Lotus
Notes Connector.
19
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ServerName="notestest"; DbName=""

Invalid configuration; - a database must be specified.

Field Mapping Configuration File
The field mapping file is a secondary configuration file that specifies special handling of
individual columns in the result sets. The name of the field mapping file is specified in the
FieldInfoFile parameter in the main configuration file.
Note!

See Appendix B Sample Field Mapping Configuration File for the actual default
field mapping configuration file.

Example:
<fieldinfomap>
<field name="EMPLOYEE_ID">
<attr name="mapto">employee_id</attr>
</field>
<field name="FIRST_NAME">
<attr name="mapto">firstname</attr>
</field>

...
</fieldinfomap>

Attribute

Description

name

Anything retrieved as a column name from a query. Make sure that the name is
mapped to a valid field name.

attr

One of three possible values:


isdiscard (true or false) omits the column from the results (default is false).



isbinary (true or false) specifies that the column contains binary data (default is

false).


mapto maps the column to a field name that FAST ESP can use. If this column is
to be searchable, or returned as a summary field from FAST ESP, use mapto to

convert the column name into something compatible with the restrictions imposed
by FAST ESP.
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Logging Configuration File
The logging configuration file specifies combinations of messages types and destinations
for messages generated at run time. The name of the logging configuration file is specified
in the -L filename:configname command line option (see Command Line Options on page
35.) For example:
notesextract
-f <path to the main config file>\notesextractConfig.xml
-L <path to the logging.xml file>\logging.xml:dbextract
-N <FAST ESP host name>:16010

A logging configuration file can contain multiple logging configurations. The configname
is the name of a logging configuration <logConfig> defined in the file.

21
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Chapter 4
Configuring FAST ESP
About This Chapter
Before you feed any content to FAST ESP, you need to integrate the Lotus Notes Connector into your FAST ESP installation. This chapter includes:


About Configuring FAST ESP



Configuring an Index Profile



Creating a Custom Pipeline



Creating a Collection for Extracted Data

About Configuring FAST ESP
In order to use the Lotus Notes Connector, you must configure a FAST ESP cluster to
function as a dedicated database indexer by attaching it to an index profile. The default
FAST ESP cluster (webcluster) is used for crawled web content.


In a single node system, modify webcluster to index database content instead of
crawled web content.



In a multiple node system, create a new cluster to index database content (leaving
webcluster to index crawled content).

The indexer organizes documents according to how you configure clusters to make data
searchable. When you select a cluster, you select in which set of search nodes the document will reside. Each cluster can have a number of collections.
For information about creating and editing clusters, refer to the Indexing Database
Content and XML Guide chapter on Document Processing and the Index Profile.

FAST ESP

Configuring an Index Profile
An index profile defines how content is to be indexed. This section provides a simplified
description of how to set up an index profile for the Lotus Notes Connector. For detailed
information about creating and updating index profiles, refer to the:


Configuration Guide chapter on Index Profile.



Indexing Database Content and XML Guide chapter on Document Processing and the
Index Profile.

Note!

The Lotus Notes Connector provides a sample index profile, as shown in
Appendix D Sample Index Profile. The file is provided in the etc folder so that
you can copy and customize it.

Creating an Index Profile




An index profile for the Lotus Notes Connector must have the same fields as the Lotus
Notes data being imported. When you customize the default index profile, be sure to
stay compatible with the FAST ESP index profile rules:


To make the names unique, start the field prefix name with: ln



Use only alphanumeric characters



Transform characters to lowercase field mapping

The parameter max-index-size specifies the maximum number of kilobytes that can be
indexed for a field. The default value is “1024" (KB), which means that attachments
larger than that size will be truncated. To allow larger attachments to be processed
without truncation, specify a positive integer up to two gigabytes. See the FAST ESP
Configuration Guide for details.
Note! The MaxAttSize parameter in the main configuration file can be used to avoid
sending attachments larger than max-index-size to FAST ESP. See
Configuring the Lotus Notes Connector on page 16.

Uploading an Index Profile
To upload the Lotus Notes Connector sample index profile to FAST ESP:
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1

Open the FAST ESP Admin interface.

2

Click Matching Engines.
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3

Click the icon next to the Search Dispatcher host entry.

4

In the Edit Cluster screen, click the Browse button.

5

Verify that the index profile update has completed successfully and click Ok.

6

The admin interface returns to the Matching Engines dialog.
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Creating a Custom Pipeline
Create a new pipeline using the generic pipeline as a base.
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1

Open the FAST ESP Admin interface.

2

Go into Document Processing and click Advanced Mode

3

Under Default Stages, find AttributeAssigner and click the plus sign (+).
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4

In the Create Stage dialog, set the name field to NotesAttributeAssigner.

5

Set the Attribute field to data.

6

Leave the Value field empty.

7

Click submit.

8

Click ok.
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9

Under Default Stages, find AttributeCopy and click the plus sign (+).

10 In the Create Stage dialog, set the Name field to NotesAttributeCopy.

11 Set the Input field to notes_attachment_body.
12 Set the Output field to data.
13 Leave the Attributes field empty.
14 Click submit.
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15 Click ok.
16 In the Document Processing dialog, find the Generic (webcluster) pipeline and click
the plus sign (+).

17 In the Create Pipeline dialog, set the Name field to LotusNotes.

18 In the Available Stages dropdown list, select NotesAttributeAssigner and click the
right-arrow.
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19 In the Available Stages dropdown list, select NotesAttributeCopy and click the
right-arrow.
20 In the Stages In this Pipeline list, select NotesAttributeAssigner and click the uparrow until it moves to the top of the list.

21 In the Stages In this Pipeline list, select NotesAttributeCopy and click the uparrow until it moves to the position immediately following NotesAttributeAssigner.

22 Click submit.
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23 Click ok.

Creating a Collection for Extracted Data
A collection is a logical group of documents. Collections are set up in order to group documents based on selected criteria such as semantics (for example, similar types of documents) and/or document processing (for example, through pipeline configuration).
You need to create a minimum of one collection in FAST ESP in order to receive
extracted data. Complete this subsection to add a collection using the newly created pipeline. Refer to the Indexing Database Content and XML Guide chapter on Document Processing and the Index Profile for details.
1

Open the FAST ESP Admin interface.

2

If necessary, click Collection Overview on the navigation bar.

3

Click Create Collection.

4

In the Name field enter notesextract.

5

Optionally fill in the Description field.

6

Click next.

7

In the Cluster Configuration screen, click the Available Clusters dropdown list
button.

8

Select a cluster from the list. In a single-node system, select webcluster. In a multiplenode system, select the cluster you created in Configuring an Index Profile on page
24.

9

Click add selected.
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10 Click next.

11 In the Pipeline Configuration screen, click the Available Pipelines dropdown list
button.

12 Select LotusNotes(webcluster).
13 Click add selected.
14 Click next.
15 In the Data Source Configuration screen, click ok.

16 In the next screen, click ok.
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17 The admin interface returns to the Collection Overview dialog.
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Chapter 5
Using the Lotus Notes Connector
About This Chapter
notesextract is the utility that extracts information from Lotus Notes databases. It executes
a specific query on a given database, and outputs its results directly to FAST ESP or
optionally as XML files.
This chapter describes


Running the Lotus Notes Connector

Running the Lotus Notes Connector
The Lotus Notes Connector is run by executing the executable file notesextract with its
command-line options. After having been unpacked, the Lotus Notes Connector executable file is kept in the root directory of your FAST ESP installation, referred to as $FASTSEARCH in this guide.

Command Line Options
The following table lists options for using notesextract from a command line interpreter
(shell):
Usage: <notesextract_install_folder>/bin/notesextract [options]
Note!

On Linux: if the current directory is <notesextract_install_folder>/bin use this
command exactly as shown: ./notesextract

FAST ESP

Option

Description

-f <configfile>

Name of the Lotus Notes Connector configuration file. Required.
Example:
notesextractConfig.xml

-c

Fetches the configuration file from the configuration server

-v <num>

Verbosity level or level of information displayed. Possible levels are:

-L <LOGCFG>

3

Warnings and errors

4

Progress

5

Info

6

Debug

7

Trace

8

Everything

Log configuration as filename:configname.
The configname is the name of a logging configuration defined in the specified file, as described in Logging Configuration File on page 21.
Example:
LoggerConfig.xml

-M <NAME>

Application module name used for logging.
Use the default unless you are using several notesextract configurations, and
want to be able to filter out only the messages pertaining to a particular
instance.

-N <LOGDEST>

Address of the FAST ESP Log Server to receive the log files in the form
hostname:portnumber.
hostname is the fully qualified host name of the Log Server.
portnumber is the base port number + 3010. The default base port for the

FAST ESP installation is13000.
Example:
dsnode.boston.fast.no:16010

-V

Prints out version information including the build date.

notesextract Output Files
If the DoFastXML parameter is set to true, a number of files are generated or updated for
each extraction run. The files are generated in the subfolder specified by the OutputData-
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Dir parameter at the time of extraction (see Configuring the Lotus Notes Connector on
page 16).
The XML files the Lotus Notes Connector generates are numerically named and comply
to the naming convention lnout_xxxxxxxxx.xml, where xxxxxxxxx stands for the running
number of the individual file.
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Chapter 6
Troubleshooting the Lotus Notes Connector
About This Chapter
This chapter describes how to troubleshoot problems encountered in using the Lotus Notes
Connector. It includes:


About Troubleshooting the Lotus Notes Connector



Testing the Connection



Testing Extraction



Common Error Situations

Note!

Make sure that you have set the required environment variables as described in
Setting Environment Variables on page 11.

About Troubleshooting the Lotus Notes
Connector
Errors are handled via return values and error messages to STDERR. The reported error
messages are specific, and the most common errors result from invalid or incorrect input
parameters to the extraction program. Erroneous configuration files are also likely to be a
source of error.
Also examine the FAST ESP logs for information.

FAST ESP

Testing the Connection
First, run the Lotus Notes client application and try to connect to the Lotus Notes server. If
the client connection is successful, test the notesextract connection:
1

Make a backup copy of your Lotus Notes Connector main configuration file.

2

Set the DoFastXML parameter to false.

3

Set the ConfigServer parameter to an empty value.

4

Set the ConfigServerPort parameter to an empty value.

5

Set the Collection parameter to an empty value.

6

Run notesextract with verbose output:
notesextract_install_folder>/bin/notesextract -f <configfile> -v 8

If the connection fails, make sure that you have:




7
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specified a valid Lotus Notes server and database (see Connecting to Lotus Notes
on page 19)
have read access to all of the Lotus Notes connection libraries.

Restore the configuration file from the backup copy.
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Testing Extraction
Extracting using file traversal provides an alternative means of extraction that is useful for
debugging. See Extraction Using File Traversal on page 4 for more information.
To extract data and create FAST XML files:
1

Make a backup copy of your Lotus Notes Connector configuration file.

2

Delete or comment out the Collection parameter.

3

Set the DoFastXML parameter to true.

4

Run notesextract with verbose output:
cmd:><notesextract_install_folder>/bin/notesextract -f <configfile> -v
8

5

Examine the extracted data on the local disk.

6

Restore the configuration file from the backup copy.

Common Error Situations
Problem

Possible Solution

The File Traverser seems to be
pushing documents through,
but the document count is not
increasing.

From the FAST ESP administrator interface, select Logs, and
limit the logs for the processor module.

The document count
increments in the Collection
Overview, but it seems that I
cannot query any documents in
the index.

From the FAST ESP administrator interface, select Matching
Engines, and select the Search Engine that is configured to
receive the data. Select System Logs. Check for connected
feeds. If the last operation performed says ‘update xxxxxxxxxCollectionNAME’, then select the system logs for the indexer. It
will display where the indexing process may be failing.

Callback-related errors
occur during a run.

Examine the FAST ESP logs for information.

Make sure the name of the collection parameter you supplied to
the File Traverser matches the name of the actual collection
configured in FAST ESP.
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Appendix A
Sample Main Configuration File
Updated 4/8/2005 from David Welles
Message to Reviewer! Need updated sample file.

sample-nxconfig.xml
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<!DOCTYPE AccessorConfig SYSTEM "AccessorConfig-1.0.dtd">
<AccessorConfig>
<Accessor id="FastNotesExtract">
<parameter name="DbName">
<![CDATA[lncpp23.nsf]]>
</parameter>
<parameter name="ServerName">
<![CDATA[tux]]>
</parameter>
<parameter name="ViewName">
<![CDATA[]]>
</parameter>
<parameter name="WorkDirectory">
<![CDATA[notesdata]]>
</parameter>
<parameter name="TimeStampFile">
<![CDATA[]]>
</parameter>
<parameter name="FieldInfoConfig">
<![CDATA[]]>
</parameter>
<parameter name="DominoServerPrefix">
<![CDATA[]]>

FAST ESP
</parameter>
<parameter name="AclPrefix">
<![CDATA[lnx]]>
</parameter>
<parameter name="DoIncremental">
<![CDATA[true]]>
</parameter>
<parameter name="DoColumnMap">
<![CDATA[true]]>
</parameter>
<parameter name="ConfigServer">
<![CDATA[ting.grenland.fast.no]]>
</parameter>
<parameter name="ConfigServerPort">
<![CDATA[16099]]>
</parameter>
<parameter name="Collection">
<![CDATA[notestest]]>
</parameter>
<parameter name="FDSBatchSize">
<![CDATA[100]]>
</parameter>
<parameter name="FDSTimeout">
<![CDATA[60]]>
</parameter>
<parameter name="FDSNumBatches">
<![CDATA[64]]>
</parameter>
<parameter name="FDSNumRetries">
<![CDATA[60]]>
</parameter>
<parameter name="DoFastXML">
<![CDATA[true]]>
</parameter>
<parameter name="MaxAttSize">
<![CDATA[20000000]]>
</parameter>
<!-List of filename extensions for attachments that we want to extract.
Note that if both AllowedAttExts and IllegalAttExts are specified,
IllegalAttExts will be ignored.
-->
<parameter name="AllowedAttExts">
<![CDATA[doc xls ppt pdf txt html]]>
</parameter>
<!-List of filename extensions for attachments we do *not* want to
extract. Only used if AllowedAttExts is not specified, or empty.
-->
<parameter name="IllegalAttExts">
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<![CDATA[doc xls ppt]]>
</parameter>
<parameter name="MaxEntriesPerFile">
<![CDATA[1000]]>
</parameter>
<parameter name="MaxFileSize">
<![CDATA[100000000]]>
</parameter>
</Accessor>
</AccessorConfig>
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Appendix B
Sample Field Mapping Configuration File
Message to Reviewer! Need updated sample file.

name goes here

Fast Data Search
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Appendix C
Sample Logging Configuration File
Message to Reviewer! Need updated sample file.

logging.xml
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<!DOCTYPE logConfigs SYSTEM "http://www.fast.no/logConfig1_2.dtd">
<logConfigs>
<logConfig name="dbextract">
<!-- Log these message types to stdout -->
<stdout>
<messageType name="INFO"/>
<messageType name="WARNING"/>
<messageType name="PROGRESS"/>
</stdout>
<!-- Log these to stderr -->
<stderr>
<messageType name="ERROR"/>
<messageType name="FATAL"/>
</stderr>
<!-- This log file will receive all log messages -->
<file name="C:\dbextract.log">
<messageType name="ALL"/>
</file>
<!-- This is the log server of Data Search -->
<network host="dshost.boston.fast.no" port="16010">
<messageType name="ALL"/>
</network>
</logConfig>
</logConfigs>

Fast Data Search
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Appendix D
Sample Index Profile
Message to Reviewer! Need updated sample file.

sample-index-profile.xml
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<!DOCTYPE index-profile SYSTEM "index-profile-3.1.dtd">
<index-profile name="datasearch">
<field-list>
<field name="title" fullsort="yes" tokenize="auto">
<vectorize default="10:0"/>
</field>
<field name="body" tokenize="auto" max-result-size="1024"
fallback-ref="teaser" result="dynamic" index="no">
<vectorize default="5:5" alternative="{ja,ko,zh,szh,tzh}:5:0"/>
</field>
<field name="teaser" index="no"/>
<field name="headings" tokenize="auto" />
<field name="description" result="no" />
<field name="anchortext" result="no" tokenize="auto" />
<field name="keywords" result="no" />
<field name="contenttype" element-name="mime" />
<field name="format" index="no"/>
<field name="language" />
<field name="languages" separator=";" />
<field name="charset" />
<field name="urls"/>
<field name="domain" element-name="url.domain" result="no" />
<field name="tld" element-name="url.tld" result="no" />
<field name="path" element-name="url.path" result="no" />
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<!-- Non-text fields -->
<field name="crawltime" type="datetime" fullsort="yes" />
<field name="processingtime" type="datetime" fullsort="yes" />
<field name="docdatetime" type="datetime" fullsort="yes" />
<field name="size" type="int32" fullsort="yes"/>
<field
<field
<field
<field
<field
<field
<field
<field

name="generic1" />
name="generic2" />
name="generic3" />
name="generic4" result="no" />
name="igeneric1" type="int32" fullsort="yes" />
name="igeneric2" type="int32" fullsort="yes" />
name="dtgeneric1" type="datetime" fullsort="yes" />
name="dtgeneric2" type="datetime" fullsort="yes" />

<!-- Mail Notes fields -->
<field name="mailreply" element-name="In_Reply_To" sort="yes"/>
<field name="mailfrom" element-name="From"/>
<field name="mailbody" element-name="Body"/>
<field name="mailcontext" element-name="Context"/>
<field name="subject" element-name="Subject" />
<field name="mailrecipients" element-name="Recipients"/>
<field name="mailsendto" element-name="SendTo"/>
<!-- Events Notes fields -->
<field name="eventdesc" element-name="Description"/>
<field name="eventmethod" element-name="MethodName"/>
<field name="eventform" element-name="Form"/>
<field name="eventname" element-name="Name"/>
<field name="eventserver" element-name="ServerName"/>
<field name="eventsever" element-name="Severity"/>
<!-- Required Notes fields -->
<field
<field
<field
<field
<field
<field
<field
<field
<field

name="url"/>
name="notesviewurl" element-name="notes_viewurl"/>
name="notesuuid" element-name="notes_UUID"/>
name="notesviewuid" element-name="notes_viewUUID"/>
name="acl" element-name="notes_acl"/>
name="notesserver" element-name="notes_server"/>
name="notesdatabase" element-name="notes_database"/>
name="notesdominohost" element-name="notes_dominohost"/>
name="attachname" element-name="notes_attachment_name"/>

<!-- News Entity Extraction Fields -->
<field name="companies" separator=";" />
<field name="locations" separator=";" />
<field name="personnames" separator=";" />
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<field
<field
<field
<field

name="topics" separator=";" />
name="emails" separator=";" />
name="taxonomy" />
name="host" separator=";" />

</field-list>
<composite-field name="content" rank="yes" default="yes" querytokenize="auto">
<field-ref name="body" level="1"/>
<field-ref name="headings" level="2"/>
<field-ref name="path" level="2"/>
<field-ref name="description" level="2"/>
<field-ref name="domain" level="3"/>
<field-ref name="keywords" level="3"/>
<field-ref name="title" level="4"/>
<field-ref name="anchortext" type="external" level="5"/>
<rank-profile name="default" rank-model="default">
<authority weight="50" field-ref="anchortext" />
<freshness weight="50" field-ref="docdatetime" auto="yes" />
<proximity weight="50" />
<context weight="50">
<field-weight field-ref="body" value="5"/>
<field-weight field-ref="headings" value="20"/>
<field-weight field-ref="path" value="20"/>
<field-weight field-ref="description" value="30"/>
<field-weight field-ref="domain" value="50"/>
<field-weight field-ref="keywords" value="50"/>
<field-weight field-ref="title" value="60"/>
</context>
</rank-profile>
<rank-profile name="news" rank-model="news">
<authority weight="50" field-ref="anchortext" />
<freshness weight="200" field-ref="docdatetime" auto="yes" />
<proximity weight="50" />
<context weight="50">
<field-weight field-ref="body" value="5"/>
<field-weight field-ref="headings" value="20"/>
<field-weight field-ref="path" value="20"/>
<field-weight field-ref="description" value="30"/>
<field-weight field-ref="domain" value="50"/>
<field-weight field-ref="keywords" value="50"/>
<field-weight field-ref="title" value="60"/>
</context>
</rank-profile>
<rank-profile name="site" rank-model="site">
<authority weight="70" field-ref="anchortext" />
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<freshness weight="50" field-ref="docdatetime" auto="yes" />
<proximity weight="60" />
<context weight="70">
<field-weight field-ref="body" value="5"/>
<field-weight field-ref="headings" value="20"/>
<field-weight field-ref="path" value="20"/>
<field-weight field-ref="description" value="30"/>
<field-weight field-ref="domain" value="50"/>
<field-weight field-ref="keywords" value="50"/>
<field-weight field-ref="title" value="60"/>
</context>
</rank-profile>
</composite-field>
<result-specification>
<categorization name="default" sort-by="label">
<field-ref name="taxonomy"/>
</categorization>
<clustering name="default" sort-by="none" size="10" threshold="0.30"/>
<!-- Result proximity boosting: Set to "yes" to enable boosting per
default -->
<!-set to "no" to generate necessary config to allow boosting on a per
-->
<!-query basis but have boosting off per default -->
<result-proximity boost="no">
<field-ref name="body"/>
<field-ref name="title"/>
<field-ref name="anchortext"/>
</result-proximity>
<numeric-navigator name="sizenavigator"
display="Size"
unit="kB"
divisor="1024"
intervals="4"
resolution="1024">
<field-ref name="size"/>
<range-label type="first" format="Less than %.0f" />
<range-label type="middle" format="Between %.0f and %.0f" />
<range-label type="last" format="More than %.0f" />
<ignore-value value="0"/>
</numeric-navigator>
<numeric-navigator name="docdatetimenavigator"
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display="Document Time"
unit="Date"
intervals="4"
resolution="86400">
<field-ref name="docdatetime"/>
<range-label type="first" format="Before %.10s" />
<range-label type="middle" format="Between %.10s and %.10s" />
<range-label type="last" format="%.10s or after" />
</numeric-navigator>
<string-navigator name="contenttypenavigator" display="MIME">
<field-ref name="contenttype"/>
</string-navigator>
<string-navigator name="charsetnavigator" display="Encoding">
<field-ref name="charset"/>
</string-navigator>
<string-navigator name="languagesnavigator"
display="Languages">
<field-ref name="languages"/>
</string-navigator>
<!-- News Entity Navigators -->
<string-navigator name="companiesnavigator" display="Companies">
<field-ref name="companies"/>
</string-navigator>
<string-navigator name="locationsnavigator" display="Locations">
<field-ref name="locations"/>
</string-navigator>
<string-navigator name="personnamesnavigator" display="People">
<field-ref name="personnames"/>
</string-navigator>
<string-navigator name="topicsnavigator" display="Topics">
<field-ref name="topics"/>
</string-navigator>
<string-navigator name="emailsnavigator" display="Emails">
<field-ref name="emails"/>
</string-navigator>
<string-navigator name="hostnavigator" display="Hosts">
<field-ref name="host"/>
</string-navigator>
<result-view name="urls">
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<field-ref name="url"/>
<field-ref name="urls"/>
</result-view>
</result-specification>
</index-profile>
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Appendix E
Configuration File DTD
Message to Reviewer! Need updated sample file.

FastXML DTD
<!-- FAST Document Format 1.0 -->
<!ELEMENT document (element)+>
<!ELEMENT element (meta-info*, value)>
<!ATTLIST element
name CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT meta-info
EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST meta-info
name CDATA #REQUIRED
value
CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT value

(#PCDATA)>

<!-- Predefined built-in entities -->
<!ENTITY lt
"&#38;#60;">
<!ENTITY gt
"&#62;">
<!ENTITY amp "&#38;#38;">
<!ENTITY apos "&#39;">
<!ENTITY quot "&#34;">

FAST ESP
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